Understanding the prevailing mutational mechanisms responsible for human genome structural variation requires uniformity in the discovery of allelic variants and precision in terms of breakpoint delineation. We develop a resource based on capillary end sequencing of 13.8 million fosmid clones from 17 human genomes and characterize the complete sequence of 1054 large structural variants corresponding to 589 deletions, 384 insertions, and 81 inversions. We analyze the 2081 breakpoint junctions and infer potential mechanism of origin. Three mechanisms account for the bulk of germline structural variation: microhomology-mediated processes involving short (2-20 bp) stretches of sequence (28%), nonallelic homologous recombination (22%), and L1 retrotransposition (19%). The high quality and long-range continuity of the sequence reveals more complex mutational mechanisms, including repeat-mediated inversions and gene conversion, that are most often missed by other methods, such as comparative genomic hybridization, single nucleotide polymorphism microarrays, and next-generation sequencing.
INTRODUCTION
Despite significant advances in the discovery and genotyping of human genome structural variation, only a small fraction of common structural variation has been resolved at the sequence level (Conrad et al., 2010b; Freeman et al., 2006; Itsara et al., 2009; Kidd et al., 2008; Lam et al., 2010; McCarroll et al., 2008b; Redon et al., 2006) . The majority of human genome structural variation has been discovered with single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) microarrays and array comparative genomic hybridization (arrayCGH), approaches that provide limited information about the precise structure and location of identified variants. Because of their dependence on the reference genome, array-based approaches preferentially detect deletions over insertions and are unable to directly detect copy-number-neutral events such as inversions. Higher-density array platforms give a better estimation of variant sizes, but most breakpoints cannot be resolved at a scale finer than 50 bp regions (Conrad et al., 2010b) , while targeted next-generation sequencing approaches have difficulty resolving breakpoints within homologous segments (Conrad et al., 2010a) .
These methodological biases threaten to skew our understanding of the underlying mechanisms responsible for the formation of structural variation and limit our ability to comprehensively discover and genotype this form of genetic variation.
We resolve the breakpoints of 1054 structural variants based on capillary sequencing of clone inserts. The high-quality sequence of contiguous variant haplotypes allows alternative structures to be included in future human genome assemblies and provides the breakpoint resolution necessary to accurately genotype these variants in sequence data generated from next-generation sequencing platforms. The sequences and the associated clones also provide a resource for assessing future methods for structural variation discovery.
RESULTS

The Human Genome Structural Variation Clone Resource
The high quality of the reference human genome is due, in large part, to the fact that it was assembled based on capillary sequencing of individual large insert clones whose complete sequence was resolved prior to final genome assembly. This strategy allowed complex duplicated and repetitive regions to be incorporated that were missed by other approaches (Istrail et al., 2004; She et al., 2004) . Since genome structural variation is similarly biased to these regions, we proposed that developing clone libraries for a modest number of additional genomes would serve as a valuable resource for characterizing complex and difficult-to-assay regions of genome structural variation . The overall strategy involved the construction of individual genome libraries using a fosmid cloning vector (40 kb inserts) and capillary sequencing of the ends of the inserts to generate a high-quality end-sequence pair (ESP). Discrepancies in the length and orientation of these mapped ESPs with respect to the reference genome serve as signatures of copy-number variation and inversion, respectively. Since the underlying clones can be retrieved, the complete sequence context of the discovered structural variant can also be obtained. Previously, we discovered and cloned 1695 structural variants with fosmid libraries derived from nine individuals and presented sequence of 261 structural variants Tuzun et al., 2005) . We expand this resource to include capillary end sequencing of 4.1 million additional fosmid clones from eight additional human genomes (Table S1 , available online). The combined set includes 13.8 million clones derived from the genomes of six Yoruba Nigerians, five CEPH Europeans, three Japanese, two Han Chinese, and one individual of unknown ancestry.
Structural Variant Alleles
Using this resource, we searched for clusters of clones that suggest a structural difference when compared to the reference. We discovered a total of 2051 discordant regions (Table S1) having support from multiple clones for a structure different from the reference genome. The size distribution of the fosmid clone inserts limited us to the detection of structural variants greater than 5 kb in length. Inversions also tend to be biased to larger events because of the probability of capturing a breakpoint by a pair of end sequences. While there is no upper bound in the detection of deletions and inversions, the direct capturing of insertions larger than the insert size of the clone (40 kb) requires specialized approaches. For example, new tandem duplications may be identified with an everted clone mapping signature (Figure S1) and insertions of novel human sequence may be identified by read pairs for which only one end maps .
We targeted 1054 structural variants (Table S1 ) from nine human genomes and completely sequenced the inserts of 1167 fosmid clones (46.4 Mb of sequence). We identified 81 loci for which breakpoints could not be resolved because of difficulty in clone assembly and the limits of 40 kb fosmid inserts (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We defined breakpoints relative to the reference genome assembly following a two-stage procedure (Figure 1 and Table  S2 ). We initially distinguished copy-number changes (n = 973 insertion and/or deletions) from balanced genome structural variants (81 inversions) (Figure 2 ). The analyzed variants altered 95 gene structures. We estimate that 1.04% (11/1054) of the sequenced alleles are already known risk factors for common and rare human diseases ( Figure 3 and Table S3 ).
Breakpoint Features
Using the 40 kb of clone-based sequence, we examined the sequence features and inferred potential mechanism of origin for these variants (Table 1) . We identified 30 variants associated with the expansion or contraction of a variable number of tandem repeats (VNTRs) (Buard et al., 2000; Jeffreys et al., 1994; Richard et al., 2008) . VNTR repeat units ranged from 17 bp to 6.5 kb with copy numbers ranging from 1 to 319 copies. We identified 198 events (20% of the total insertions and deletions) that we classified as being the result of L1 retrotransposition. Each of the 198 L1 elements associated with the retrotransposition events has a sequence identity of at least 97.5% when compared to the L1.3 reference sequence, and 152 are at least 6 kb in size, consistent with full-length elements that may be capable of subsequent retrotransposition (Beck et al., 2010) . We find evidence for transduction of flanking sequence for 20% (40/198) of the sites, with the transduced segment size ranging from 45 to 968 nucleotides (median of 81.5) (Goodier et al., 2000; Moran et al., 1999; Pickeral et al., 2000) . Using the transduced sequence as a marker, we identified the potential donor location for 30 of these retrotranspositions (20 insertions in the fosmid source sample and 10 insertions in the reference genome). We identified three positions that have each given rise to multiple LINE insertions (Figure 2B) , suggesting the presence of L1 donor hotspots. We note that 11 of the 20 L1 insertions in the fosmid source (including the three recurrent L1 donors) correspond to elements that have been functionally determined to represent hot L1s, according to assays performed by Beck et al. (2010) . We found two events consistent with the insertion of an intact HERV-K element: one insertion in the reference sequence (as indicated by clone AC209281) and an insertion contained in clone AC226770. Both events showed less than 1% divergence from the HERV-K sequence (Dewannieux et al., 2006) and were flanked by long terminal repeats (Tristem, 2000) . Our discovery size thresholds (>5 kb) preclude the identification of smaller retrotransposition events arising from SVA or Alu repeats that are common when smaller structural variants are considered (Bennett et al., 2008; Korbel et al., 2007; Lam et al., 2010; Mills et al., 2006) .
We divided the remaining 824 structural variants into two broad categories. Class I consists of variants with no additional sequence at the breakpoint junction ( Figures 4A-4D and Figure S2 ). Class II variants contain an additional sequence, found across the variant junction, that is not present at either of the other variant breakpoints (Figures 4E-4G ). We also assessed the presence of extended sequence homology and the extent of matching sequence at the breakpoints. We note that microhomology is a qualitative term without clear delineation as 1 or 2 bp matches are expected to occur often by chance ( Figure 4 ) and a range of homologous match lengths is observed (Conrad et al., 2010a; Lam et al., 2010) . Similarly, there is ambiguity in assigning events to potential mechanisms based solely on the length of homologous segments. Consequently, we categorize events based on observed ranges of homology and consider assignment to specific mechanisms as speculative.
Among the class I events, 49% (289/590) of copy-number variants contain 2-20 bp of matching sequence, indicating that microhomology-mediated mechanisms, such as microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ), contribute to a substantial fraction (30%) of human structural variation (Table 1) (Hastings et al., 2009; McVey and Lee, 2008; Payen et al., 2008; Roth and Wilson, 1986) . Although there is large overlap in the variant size when broken down by extent of homologous sequence ( Figure 4C ), we find that, as a class, the mean size of events associated with microhomology (2-20 bp of matching sequence, n = 289, mean size is 9.7 kb) is significantly smaller (p = 0.02926, two sample t test) than those showing a hallmark of nonallelic homologous recombination (NAHR) (R200 bp of matching sequence, n = 177, mean size is 21.0 kb). The analyzed inversions are overwhelming driven by large homologous segments with 69% (56/81) of all analyzed inversions containing stretches of matching sequence at least 200 bp in length. In contrast, only 30% (177/590) of the class I copy-number variants contain matching breakpoint sequences of at least that length. It is important to note, however, that our clone end-sequence mapping strategy is biased toward the detection of larger inversions when compared to copy-number variants. This is a direct consequence of the probability of capturing a breakpoint that diminishes when inversions become smaller than the clone insert size. Overall, we find that younger Alu events and segmental duplications contribute most significantly to the process of NAHR (Table S4) , as expected because of their higher levels of sequence identity. The strongest enrichment is found for paired Alu repeats at each breakpoint (5.2-fold enrichment). If each breakpoint is treated separately, rather than requiring that an element of the same subfamily be present at both breakpoints of a variant, then AluY also shows a substantial degree of enrichment (2.6-fold, Table S4 ). Since AluY is the most recently active Alu family, dispersed AluY elements are expected to have a higher degree of sequence identity than other Alu families (Batzer and Deininger, 2002; Cordaux and Batzer, 2009) . Closer examination of the distribution of breakpoints within individual Alus reveals a nonuniform pattern of breakpoint density (Figure 3D ). The highest density of breakpoints occurs near the position of a sequence motif (CCNCCNTNNCCNC) that has been Align against common junction sequence Variant breakpoints were defined based on alignments of sequences from the sequenced insertion and deletion alleles. For example, (A) the sequence of fosmid clone AC207429 is compared with sequence from the corresponding region on chr2. A 10 kb deletion, relative to the reference sequence, is readily apparent (indicated by the red bracket). The position of segmental duplications, common repeats (LINEs are green, SINEs are purple, and LTR elements are orange), and RefSeq exons are shown. Sequence segments corresponding to three different breakpoint regions (red, green, and purple bars) are extracted for further analysis.
(B) The sequence across the variant junction is aligned against each of the other two sequences and the resulting pairwise alignments are merged. The pattern of sequence identity is assessed to identify the positions where the junction sequence switches from being a better match to the first breakpoint to being a better match to sequence from the second breakpoint. The breakpoint coordinates correspond to the innermost positions that can be confidently assigned to be before and after the variant boundary.
(C) The result of aligning the three segments depicted in (A). Alignment columns where the junction sequence matches the sequence from the first (leftmost) breakpoint are indicated by a 1 while alignment columns where the junction sequence matches the second (rightmost) breakpoint are indicated by a 2. Positions where all three sequences are the same are indicated by an asterisk (*). The red square highlights the position of the breakpoint coordinates (highlighted in red and green text). The two breakpoints are separated by seven nucleotides found at both breakpoints with perfect identity (blue text). Highlighted in gray is a 293 bp segment present at both breakpoints with a sequence identity of 91%. See also Tables S2 and S7. associated with meiotic recombination hotspots, is found in some Alu elements (Myers et al., 2008) , and has also been observed for rearrangements between human and chimpanzee (Han et al., 2007; Sen et al., 2006) . We find that 16% (153/973) of the insertion and deletion variants and 9% (7/81) of the inversions contain additional sequence at the variant breakpoints (class II events; Figure 4) . Many of the additional insertion sequences are relatively short in length, consistent with nontemplate-directed repair associated with nonhomologous end joining ( Figure 4B ). For these shorter sequences, no inference could be made as to the source of the additions. However, 41% of all class II variants (66/160) contain additional sequence at the junction at least 20 bp in length. Of these longer fragments, 88% (58/66) map to another location within the human genome. Since we are limited in this study to directly capturing the breakpoints of insertions smaller than 40 kb, we repeated this comparison with only deletions relative to the assembly where we expect to have less of a bias in terms of variant size. We find that the additional junction sequences for 30 of 39 class II deletion events at least 20 bp long map elsewhere in the genome. Seventy-three percent (22/30) are found on the same chromosome as the variant. In fact, eight of the insertions map less than 1 kb away from the variant breakpoint ( Figure 4G and Table S5 ) and all 22 are less than 250 kb from the breakpoint. This pattern suggests the action of a replication-associated process that involves template switching or strand invasion (Hastings et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2007) . In contrast to the class I events, only 2% of the class II events (3/160) contained stretches of homologous sequence flanking the breakpoint insertion confirming they arose by mechanisms other than NAHR. Interestingly, if we examine the sequence context of these regions, we find that 20% (30/153) of class II events map within 5 kb of a segmental duplication. This represents a significant enrichment for proximity to duplicated sequence (p < 0.002 based on comparisons with randomly sampled sequences) indicating that regions flanking segmental duplications may be generally more unstable and susceptible to multiple mutational processes such as template switching during replication (Itsara et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2007; Payen et al., 2008) .
Gene Conversion and Structural Variation
During our analysis of putative NAHR events, we identified 10 structural variants having a complex pattern of exchange inconsistent with a simple model of unequal crossover. The breakpoint region contains an interleaved pattern of alternating patches of sequences from flanking homologous segments ( Figure 5 ). These patterns are reminiscent of multiple rounds of gene conversion, although each of these events was also associated with a copy-number variant event. Using paralogous sequence variants that distinguish the 5 0 and 3 0 homologous segments, we investigated the overall extent of this nonallelic exchange (referred to as the conversion tract length), and the number of switches before unambiguous homology to the 5 0 or 3 0 end was re-established. We determined that most (6/10) of the conversion tracts were relatively short (200-600 bp in length) with a relatively consistent number (4-6) and length (30-40 bp) of Figure S1 and Table S1 .
switches before clear boundaries at the 5 0 and 3 0 could be re-established ( Figure S3 ). Seven of these events have breakpoints that map within segmental duplications, and the remaining three have breakpoints that map within LINEs. Three of the variants contained at least ten switches. One variant (AC212911) showed the largest associated conversion tract with a remarkable 182 switches extending over 7.9 kb ( Figure 5D ). We sequenced the deletion allele with fosmids derived from three different individuals for one event (AC226182). Each of the three deletion haplotypes contained identical patterns of interleaved sequence, a finding that is consistent with the creation of the pattern at the time of variant formation, or shortly thereafter, rather than as a result of a continual conversion process between deletion and insertion alleles leading to a diverse set of related molecules over time ( Figure S3) . It is also possible that the conversion pattern arose before the formation of the structural variant and that the pattern we observe in sequenced variants is merely incidental or the result of a series of mismatch repair processes prior to variant formation. Nevertheless, the observed switch pattern is reminiscent of patterns of toggling previously observed at some LINE insertions (Gilbert et al., 2005 (Gilbert et al., , 2002 Symer et al., 2002) and suggests a mechanism of serial strand invasion/repair during the rearrangement process.
Comparison with Other Genome-wide Studies and Ascertainment Biases
In this study we focused on systematically characterizing large structural variants at the single base-pair level. In order to identify events that may have been missed by the fosmid ESP approach, we compared our set of structural variants to other studies that have discovered and genotyped copy-number variants in the same DNA samples. We focused on five individuals analyzed by fosmid end sequencing , Affymetrix 6.0 microarray (McCarroll et al., 2008b) , and high-density oligonucleotide arrayCGH (Conrad et al., 2010b) . A comparison of the three studies shows that 11%-65% of discovered variants are unique to a single study and corresponding experimental platform (Figure 6 ). The limited overlap should not be surprising since each approach preferentially identifies a subset of the total collection of genomic variation. For example, the fosmid ESP mapping approach can detect insertions of sequence not represented in the genome assembly , as well as balanced events such as inversions (not depicted in Figure 6 ), whereas array approaches can more readily detect copynumber variation caused by large duplications.
Differences in ascertainment extend to the resolution of breakpoint sequences. The sequenced variants described in this Table S3. manuscript include 237 of the regions targeted for array capture and 454 sequencing (Conrad et al., 2010a) . Seventy of these targeted events were successfully resolved by breakpoint array-capture experiments (Table S6) , with none of the events containing extended breakpoint homology successfully resolved by next-generation sequencing. We also reassessed regions discovered by other studies that were missed by the fosmid ESP approach. With the standard fosmid analysis criteria (two or more discordant clones with sufficient quality) (Tuzun et al., 2005) , an overlapping deletion site is only identified for 53% (631/1193) of the corresponding deletion genotypes reported by Conrad et al. (2010b) . The intersection rate increases to 75% (900/1193 sample-level genotypes) if individual deletion clones are considered with reduced quality thresholds. This suggests that much of the variation missed by the fosmid ESP approach is a result of random fluctuations in the level of clone coverage and the quality of individual sequencing reads .
Experimental approaches to discover structural variation can have reduced sensitivity in regions of segmental duplication because of difficulty in uniquely mapping reads or designing array probes Kidd et al., 2008; Tuzun et al., 2005) . We compared the validated structural variants from Kidd et al. (2008) with those found by read-depth approaches ). Alkan et al. (2009) identified 113 genes that differ in copy number among three individuals. Only 38% of the genes greater than 5 kb (26/69) and identified as copy-number variable by read-depth intersect with a structural variant (reported in Kidd et al.[2008] ). This result indicates that even the fosmid ESP approach has underascertained copy-number variation associated with the most variable duplicated sequences.
We identified 81 loci during our sequence analysis with evidence for a nonreference structure for which we could not unambiguously define the variant breakpoint (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Of these 81 loci, 63 are associated with segmental duplications, including ten examples of tandem duplications. We note that 23 of these duplication-containing loci map near gaps in the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) build36 genome assembly or to sequences that have been assigned to a chromosome but not fully integrated into the genome reference sequence. Duplication-mediated copy-number variation remains underascertained in terms of sequence-level resolution of variant haplotypes and mutational mechanism analysis. If we adjust for these biases, we estimate that the fosmid ESP approach has minimally missed at least 106 structural variants associated with segmental duplications.
DISCUSSION
We describe a clone resource from 17 human DNA samples that provides 135-fold physical coverage of the human genome. The corresponding catalog and clones can be used to further characterize almost any segment of human euchromatin. We used this resource to assess breakpoint characteristics of 1054 events. The nature of our experimental design permitted us to discover more events mediated by larger segments of homology, providing a more complete assessment of human genetic variation. Of particular interest are complex events whose sequence features have been difficult to previously assess at a genome-wide level. The high quality and length of the sequenced fosmids combined with defined paralogous sequence events allowed us to quantify alternating sequence matches suggestive of interlocus gene conversion (Bayé s et al., 2003; Lagerstedt et al., 1997; Reiter et al., 1997; Visser et al., 2005) .
Using this resource, we obtained the complete structure of several alleles that have been associated with disease, including a deletion variant upstream of the NEGR1 gene associated with increased body mass index (Willer et al., 2009) The number of events that fall into each breakpoint class is given. The following abbreviations are used: NHEJ, nonhomologous end joining; FoSTeS, fork stalling and template switching. See also Table S6 . Figure S2 and Tables S4 and S5. 2008; Bekpen et al., 2009; McCarroll et al., 2008a ) (clone AC207974), and the deletion of the LCE3B and LCE3C genes. In total, we conservatively estimate that 1.04% (11/1,054) of the discovered variants are associated with disease. This yield of disease-causing alleles rivals that found by genome-wide association studies using SNPs, which have identified 779 genome-wide associations based on genotyping of at least 100,000 SNPs (http://www.genome.gov/multimedia/illustrations/ GWAS2010-3.pdf).
Although the functional significance of many of the other structural variants remains to be determined, the clone resource and availability of the complete sequence of variant haplotypes will facilitate future disease association through the rapid design of assays to test for association with disease (Abe et al., 2009; An et al., 2009; Kidd et al., 2007) or direct comparison with short sequencing reads from next-generation sequence platforms Lam et al., 2010) .
We investigated this approach for 1024 non-VNTR sequenced structural variants (Table S7 ) and found that 71% (726/1024) of Figure S3 .
the variants are uniquely identifiable with a read length of 36 bp and uniqueness threshold permitting up to one substitution. This includes 32 inversions-balanced events that are invisible to arraybased genotyping approaches. As read lengths increase to 100 bp, we estimate that 88% (902/ 1024) of these variants could be genotyped. The construction of complete alternative haplotypes then facilitates the use of read-pair information to distinguish among distinct structural configurations . Although, short read technologies may miss some of the breakpoint sequences, there are many advantages to the application of short read technology to genome structural variation. This includes the detection of thousands more events per individual genome, especially variants below the detection threshold of the fosmid ESP approach. The dynamic range response and the sequence specificity of next-generation sequencing allow absolute copy number and the identity of duplicated genes to be accurately predicted. One of the strengths of this clone resource, however, is that it permits the iterative assessment of predicted variants. Clones may be retrieved corresponding to structural variants discovered by other methods applied to these 17 individuals, including newly developed approaches such as methods for identifying transposon insertions (Huang et al., 2010; Witherspoon et al., 2010) . Sequencing would provide complete information regarding the structure of additional events, thereby providing a resource set of sequenced variant haplotypes. The availability of the underlying clones and potential location of the variant within a specific DNA sample provides an approach for more fully exploring the genetic architecture and mutational properties of these regions. Thus, we predict that such a resource will be a valuable complement for understanding the true complexity of human genetic variation as human genomes become routinely sequenced using short read sequencing technology.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Identifying and Sequencing Variant Clones
Sites of structural variation, relative to the reference genome assembly, were identified through fosmid ESP mapping. Briefly, genomic DNA was obtained from transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines (available from the Coriell Cell Repository) and approximately 1 million 40 kb fragments from each individual were cloned into fosmid vectors. Paired end sequences were obtained from both ends of each fragment with standard capillary sequencing. The resulting ESPs were mapped onto the reference assembly to identify clusters of multiple clones from a single individual showing the same type of discordancy (Tuzun et al., 2005) . We previously identified 1695 structural variants that have been experimentally validated . In this manuscript, we focus on 1054 events for which complete, finished clone sequence is available. Highquality finished sequence was obtained for all fosmid inserts with capillarybased shotgun sequencing and assembly with the procedures established for sequencing clones as part of the Human Genome Project. Some sequenced clones contain gaps in simple sequence repeats that are not related to the detected structural variants. For one individual, NA18956, additional clones were selected with a relaxed threshold of two standard deviations larger or smaller than the observed mean insert. In some cases, multiple clones were sequenced for a single event, whereas in other loci a single clone sequence appeared to contain multiple distinct variants relative to the genome reference.
Identifying Variant Breakpoints
Sequences of individual fosmid inserts were initially compared to the NCBI build36 (UCSC hg18) genome reference assembly with the program miropeats (Parsons, 1995) with a match threshold of Às 400. Images summarizing these comparisons that included annotations of the repeat content, predicted and observed segmental duplications (with DupMasker [Jiang et al., 2008] ), and RefSeq exons were prepared and examined to identify clones harboring a structural difference relative to the build36. Clones that mapped to unassigned or random parts of the reference genome or that do not contain an entire event (such as clones that contain one edge of a tandem duplication) were omitted from analysis. Approximate variant breakpoints were determined utilizing the context provided by long stretches of contiguous matching sequence. In many cases, the pattern of common repeats or segmental duplications was a useful aid in this assessment.
For each variant, three sequences were extracted and aligned. In the case of a deletion, two sequences at the variant boundaries are extracted from the genome assembly and one sequence (termed the deletion junction sequence) is extracted from the clone. For insertions, the junction sequence is extracted from the genome assembly and two sequences corresponding to the variant boundaries in the fosmid clone are extracted. For inversions, a single breakpoint is directly captured in the sequenced clone. However, the position of the other breakpoint can be inferred based on a comparison with the genome assembly. Thus, for inversions, two sequences are extracted from the assembly at the edges of the inferred inversion and the third sequence is extracted from the clone. For inversion analysis, one of the chromosomederived segments is reverse-complimented prior to alignment.
An alignment is then constructed from the extracted breakpoint segments . First, an optimal global alignment is computed between the junction fragment and each of the other two fragments with the program needle with default parameters (Rice et al., 2000) . These alignments are then merged to yield a single, three-sequence alignment. From this alignment, the innermost positions that can be confidently assigned to be before and after the structural variant are identified. The resulting positions are used to define membership as a class I or class II variant and correspond to the breakpoint match length depicted in Figure 4 . Extended breakpoint homology was determined with both cross_match (http://www.phrap.org/, -minmatch 4 -maxmatch 4 -minscore 20 -masklevel 100 -raw -word_raw) without complexityadjusted scoring (Chiaromonte et al., 2002) and bl2seq (-W 7 -g F -F F -S 1 -e 20) to identify the longest extent and identity of additional matching sequence (termed extended breakpoint homology) that included the two breakpoints. For putative NAHR events, we additionally determined the longest stretch of 100% perfect identity as well as a parsimonious matching metric to account for mutations after the time of variant formation ( Figure S2 ).
VNTR and Retroelement Analysis
Events associated with tandem repeats were characterized with the output from miropeats (Parsons, 1995) , tandem repeats finder (Benson, 1999) , DupMasker (Jiang et al., 2008) , and RepeatMasker (Smit et al., 1996 (Smit et al., -2004 . Potential L1 insertions were characterized with both the TSDfinder program and the results of the breakpoint identification and characterization process.
Genotyping Structural Variants with Diagnostic K-mers Diagnostic k-mers were identified for each variant (Table S7) by extracting overlapping k-mers of the indicated size across each sequenced breakpoint. K-mers were then searched against the build36 genome sequence and a set of sequenced fosmids with mrsFAST (http://mrfast.sourceforge.net/). To be considered diagnostic, a k-mer must be unique (within the given edit distance threshold) to the allele variant from which it was derived .
ACCESSION NUMBERS
All sequence data have been deposited in GenBank under project ID 29893. Prior to comparison, the variant sets within each study were merged into a single, nonredundant interval set, and any overlap among regions between studies was sufficient regardless of which sample a variant was detected in.
